Inverse simulation is an inverse process of direct simulation. It determines unknown input variables of the direct simulation for a given set of simulation output variables.
Introduction
Inverse simulation is an inverse process of direct simulation. During this process, computer simulations are used in an inverse way. A set of unknown model input variables are found given a set of known model output variables.
Inverse simulation has been applied in many engineering areas. For instance, it is extensively used and becomes a current research focus in the area of inverse dynamic analysis, such as determining the forces or torques so as to produce desired motions [1, 2] , finding appropriate joint parameters for robots [3] , and determining torques and powers for desired human movements [4] [5] [6] [7] . The applications in aerospace engineering have also been reported, such as dynamic inversion [8] , flight control [9, 10] , optimization of helicopter slalom maneuver [11] , and other applications [12] [13] [14] .
Even though inverse simulations are intensively used for inverse dynamic analysis, they are not limited to dynamic analysis. Traffic accident reconstruction, which is the focus of this work, is another area to which inverse simulations are applied. It is different from the traditional inverse dynamics where the number of to-be-determined input variables, which enforce a dynamical system to complete the specified output, is generally equal to the number of dynamic equations. For the accident reconstruction inverse simulation, the number of unknowns may be different from that of simulation equations. Some of the input variables, such as the coefficient of friction, are not known exactly. These variables together with the totally unknown input variables, such as the pre-impact velocity, are determined by optimization so that the direct simulation result is close to observations. Details about the inverse simulation of traffic accident reconstruction are discussed in Section 2. 
We call these equations the direct simulation equations.
-------------------------------
Place Fig. 1 here
For inverse simulation, the output variables y are known, and part of the input variables are to be determined. We use unkn x for those to-be-determined variables. Some input variables are precisely known, and we denote them by kn x .
As many uncertainties are presented in the direct process of simulation [15] [16] [17] , we also encounter uncertainties in inverse simulation. The uncertainties may be associated with simulation parameters that are related to the stochastic physical nature, manufacturing imprecision, random operating conditions, and measurement errors. As a result, we may not know some of the input variables precisely, and we treat them as random variables. Those random variables are denoted by rand x . Model structure uncertainty also exists due to simplifications, assumptions, ignorance, and lack of information within the model. When we solve for the unknown input variables through inverse simulation, the model structure uncertainty should also be considered.
Then the input variables x are 
 with a size of rand n .
Since the precisely known variables kn x are not important in our discussions, we omit them in the simulation models. Then the models are rewritten as
The general task of inverse simulation is to find unknown input variables unkn x given output variables y and joint probability density distribution of random input variables rand x .
We then take traffic accident reconstruction as an example to further explain inverse simulation and its input variables unkn x and rand x . From the accident scene, we may obtain useful information, such as the victim rest position, for which we can run vehicle collision simulation repeatedly until the simulated human rest position matches the observed value. The human rest position serves as one of the output variables in y .
On the other hand, the input variables may include the pre-impact velocity of the vehicle, the distance between the pedestrian and vehicle, and the coefficient of friction. If the preimpact velocity and the distance between the pedestrian and vehicle are what should be revealed from the inverse simulation, then they belongs to unknown input variables unkn x . The coefficient of friction may also be unknown. If we have sufficient statistical data, we know its probability density beforehand. It can be treated as a random input variable, and then it belongs to rand x . If it is difficult or impossible to measure the coefficient of friction at the accident scene, its realization can be solved for during the inverse simulation. Therefore, for an accident that has occurred, the random variables rand x could be observed or measured; in other words, their realizations exist. These realizations of rand x are also to-be-determined unknowns.
Due to the involvement of random variables, the traditional inverse simulation method may not be effective anymore. In this work, we develop a new inverse simulation method that can determine both the unknown deterministic input variables and the realizations of unknown random input variables. The requirement of the method is that we know the direct simulation output variables and the prior distributions of the random input variables.
Vehicle accident reconstruction is an important application area of inverse simulation, and we give a brief introduction to vehicle accident reconstruction in Section 2. We then present the proposed method in Section 3 followed by an illustration example in Section 4. The method is applied in the reconstruction of a vehicle-pedestrian accident in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 6.
Vehicle Traffic Accident Reconstruction
The whole process of a vehicle accident can be divided into three phases:
(1) Post impact: It is the starting point of the reconstruction. The model is developed with the information obtained from the accident scene.
(2) Impact: It identifies the responses of the involved vehicle, including the impact speed, impact direction, impact location, and so on.
(3) Pre-impact. It identifies the speed and trajectory of the vehicle [18] .
For traffic accident reconstruction, the key issues are the investigation and analysis of the causes and consequences of vehicle collision. More specifically, a collision analysis is performed to identify contributions of major factors to the collision. These factors include the role of the drivers, vehicles, road conditions, and environment.
Traffic accident reconstruction is an inverse process of direct simulation because it reconstructs the pre-accident events given the accident consequences. Several computer programs have been developed for the reconstruction of vehicle accidents based on the information of the accident scene. The commonly used accident scene information include vehicle or human rest position, road marks, damages and marks of vehicle or other road infrastructures, and human injuries [19] . The most typical accident reconstruction software is PC-Crash. As the software is combined with a momentumbased collision model, the accidents can be reconstructed from the point of reaction to the end position for all involved cars simultaneously.
The major objective of accident reconstruction is to identify the pre-impact velocity and trajectory at the moment of accident. Elastic-plastic deformation of the vehicle and the injury of the human body are the important information in the vehicle crash accidents.
The computer simulation models available for the accident reconstruction, however, seldom consider the deformation and the injury. With the development of simulation technology, the deformation can be fully analyzed based on the finite element method or the multi-body dynamics methods. The deformation analysis plays a vital role in the reconstruction of vehicle crash accidents. In this work, the MADYMO (Mathematical Dynamic Model) is employed to study the vehicle-pedestrian impact accident.
MADYMO employs the multi-body dynamics and injury biomechanics for accident simulation. It is applicable to many kinds of transportations, such as cars, motorcycles and bicycles [20] . It uses numerical algorithms to predict the motion of systems with bodies connected by kinematic joints. It is convenient to use the database of human body models developed by TNO (Netherlands Organization for Applied Science Research) and EEVC (European Experimental Vehicles Committee), including the Hybrid Ⅲ dummy and pedestrian models in this software.
As many uncertainties present in the process of direct simulations [16, 17, 21] , we also face uncertainties in inverse simulations. The uncertainties may come from simulation parameters, such as the random road conditions. They can also come from the model structure uncertainties in the vehicle crash simulation models due to simplifications, assumptions, ignorance, and lack of information. For example, there are many sources of uncertainty in traffic accident reconstruction as reported in [22, 23] . The major objective of this work is to develop a probabilistic inverse simulation methodology and then use it to deal with the uncertainties in the vehicle accident inverse simulation.
Inverse Simulation with Maximum Probability Density
In this section, we present the proposed methodology for inverse simulation under uncertainty. As discussed previously, the task is to find the unknown input variables unkn x given the output variables y and the joint probability density function of random input variables rand x .
During the inverse simulation process, we need to solve the direct simulation equations in Eq. (2), and the equations with the input variables we defined in Section 1 are rewritten below. 
For a special case where the dimension of y is equal to that of unkn x , the number of equations are equal to the number of unknown variables. Then there may be a unique solution to rand x given a specific set of values of y . In this case, unkn x can be obtained with a reliability approach [24] . In this work, we discuss general problems where the number of unknowns is greater than the number of simulation equations. To solve this problem, we need to use the prior probabilistic information about the random input variables rand x , which can in turn impose conditions in addition to the direct simulation equations. This may allow us to generate a unique solution. Suppose the solution to the inverse simulation is * x , the strategy we propose is to produce the highest probability density for the random input variables rand x at * x . In other words, we select a solution among the infinite number of solutions so that the probability density of rand x is maximum.
The new method has a number of advantages. First, it uses all the information available. It does not simply treat rand x as unrelated unknowns; instead, the probabilistic information of rand x is fully used, and the correlation of the elements in rand x is also considered through the joint probability density of rand x and the direct simulation equations. Second, the maximum joint probability density is achieved, resulting in the highest confidence in the inverse simulation result. Third, a unique solution may be obtained. As will be discussed next, the last advantage of the new method is that the inverse simulation and probabilistic analysis can be integrated by an optimization framework, which results in an easy numerical implementation.
Let the joint probability density function (PDF) of rand x be
. For a special case where all the random variables in rand x are independent,
where
Our task now is to find the unknown variables
subject to the constraints given by the direct simulation equations. We therefore establish the following optimization model:
This model guarantees that all the direct simulation equations are satisfied while the joint probability density is maximized. The optimization model can be solved numerically. During the iterative numerical process, the direct simulation unkn rand , ( ) = y g x x is called repeatedly.
In many applications, the modeling errors of simulation models unkn rand , ( ) = y g x x are inevitable. The discrepancy between the model predictions y and the reality that the model reflects is the model error or model structure uncertainty. It is a difficult task to estimate the model error, and quantifying the model error is an on-going research topic.
For instance, Chen et. al [25] proposed a model validation approach via uncertainty propagation and data transformation. In their method, the number of physical tests at each design setting is reduced to one by shifting the evaluation effort to probabilistic simulations. Liu et. al [26] The proposed inverse simulation model can also accommodate model structure uncertainty, which may be treated with a probabilistic or non-probabilistic method.
Model structure uncertainty is an on-going research topic, and no mature methodologies of model structure uncertainty are available. In this work, we consider model structure uncertainty in a non-probabilistic way where intervals are used to describe model structure uncertainty. Specifically, we express the model structure uncertainty as an interval; the discrepancy between simulation result and the reality that is simulated is assumed within the interval. In fact, many simulation software vendors also provide simple bounds of the potential simulation errors.
After accommodating the model structure error in an interval format, we modify the above inverse simulation model as follows: given accident. We have the highest confident, however, on the solution because it produces the highest likelihood or probability density from optimization.
Next we discuss an important special case where all the random input variables are independently and normally distributed. This special case is important because the nonGaussian and dependent random variables can be transformed into independently standard normal variables [34] [35] [36] .
Let the mean and standard deviation of rand,i x be i µ and i σ , respectively. The probability density function (PDF) of rand,i x is
The joint PDF of rand x is then given by rand 2 rand, rand 1 The PDF of i u is
which yields the joint PDF of u as follows:
Maximizing the joint PDF 
For a general problem involving non-normally and dependently distributed random variables, the transformation from rand x to u is also possible. For example, we can use the Rosenblatt Transformation for this task [37] . After the transformation, the model in Eq. (17) is still applicable for general inverse simulations.
With the involvement of optimization, the proposed inverse simulation is more computationally intensive than the direct simulation. The latter is repeatedly called during the optimization. The number of direct simulations is equal to the number of constraint function calls required by the inverse simulation optimization.
A Simple Example
Now we provide a simple example to illustrate how to implement the proposed methodology. Suppose the direct simulation equations are 
As indicated in Eq. (17), there are two output variables, one unknown deterministic input variable, and two random input variables. We assume that the two random variables are independent. The two output variables and distributions of the two random input variables are given in Table 1 .
-------------------------------
Place Table 1 here 
Then the inverse simulation model becomes ( ) . The latter two variables produce the highest probability density on the condition that all the direct simulation equations are satisfied. Fig. 2 shows that the joint probability density of 1 u 
Through this simple example, we demonstrated the key concept of the proposed inverse simulation method and its implementation. No numerical algorithm was used to solve the optimization problem. However, in real engineering applications, the direct simulation equations are much more complicated. As will be shown in the vehicle accident reconstruction example, a numerical algorithm is necessary for solving the inverse simulation optimization. Fig. 2 here
Application in Vehicle Traffic Accident Reconstruction
In this section, we apply the proposed inverse simulation method in vehicle traffic accident reconstruction.
Problem statement
The case was documented in the accident database at the Traffic Police Brigade of Shanghai Municipal Public Security Bureau. The case collected contains detailed information regarding the vehicle, victim and environment involved in the accident.
The accident occurred on a street in Shanghai, China, in September 2009. A female pedestrian was struck by a car when she was walking across the street. The pedestrian sustained comminuted fracture to both of her tibia and fibula.
According to the vehicle inspection and forensic reports, the front of the car hit the pedestrian on her left side. The deformation of the vehicle was found at the bumper and the windscreen, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. The first collision point was identified with the tire marks on the road. The victim fell on the road with the pedestrian's head towards east and feet towards west. The rest position of the pedestrian was estimated based on the blood marks on the road.
Direct crash simulation
To reconstruct the car-to-pedestrian collision in an accurate and efficient way, we used multi-body dynamics simulation. The vehicle is simplified as a multi-rigid body composed of the bumper, front lights, auto-body, windscreen, and wheels. The body movement and rotation were modeled as free hinges. The shape and mass of the vehicle model was built with the information from the aforementioned official documents.
A MADAYMO dummy model by TNO (Netherlands Organization for Applied
Science Research) was adopted as the pedestrian model for simulation. The model was scaled and its mass distribution was adjusted so that the simulated pedestrian would be as realistic as possible. Fig. 5 shows the 3D simulation model of the accident scene.
-------------------------------
Place Fig. 5 here
The simulation parameters are indicated in Fig. 6 . The position parameter of the pedestrian is d, which is the distance between the pedestrian's mass center and the vehicle midline. v is the pre-impact velocity of the vehicle. According to the statement of the driver, the pedestrian was noticed when she was very close to the car. Due to the high speed, the driver applied the brake gently and steered to the right side. He jammed the brake immediately after the pedestrian was hit. The brake was not released until the car stopped. The laboratory experiment revealed that the braking time of the car was 0.99 s, meaning that it took 0.99 s for the brake to be effective.
Place Fig. 6 here
The known input variables include the mass of the car and that of the pedestrian, For the multi-body simulation, two constraints should be met to ensure that the results are reasonable for a real collision accident. The first constraint is that the input variables are restricted in specified ranges. The other constraint is the simulation results should be consistent with those from field investigation. For example, the rest point of the pedestrian, the injury of human, and the deformation of the auto-body. It only took only 3.2 seconds for the collision accident to happen. Each simulation of the accident, however, cost about 40 to 50 minutes. Fig. 7 shows one example of the simulated accident in the form of animation.
Place Fig. 7 here
Construction of surrogate models
As discussed in the last subsection, the direct simulation of the vehicle crash accident is very time consuming. Directly using the crash simulation is costly for the inverse simulation of the accident reconstruction. To this end, building surrogate models for the direct simulate equations is necessary. A surrogate model is an approximation to the original simulation model. If a surrogate model is carefully constructed, good accuracy can be maintained with much higher efficiency. Surrogate models are intensively used in engineering applications. Since surrogate models are explicit and computationally cheaper, they make inverse simulation under uncertainty much more efficient.
The surrogate models of x s and y s (output) are functions of input variables, including the vehicle speed v , the distance d , and the coefficient of kinetic friction k n .
With our experience in vehicle accident simulation, we bounded the speed v on the interval of [40, 100] km/h and treated d and k n as normally distributed random variables.
The input variables are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 here
As d and k n are presented as random variables and v is bounded in an interval, we used the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) [38, 39] method to construct the surrogate models. In the PCE method, we expanded v using the Legendre polynomial bases and d and k n using the Hermit polynomial bases. The surrogate models were constructed by the following procedures:
• Generate samples for v , d , and k n using the Hammersley Sampling (HS) [40] method.
• Perform vehicle accident simulations at the sampling points of v , d , and k n and obtain x s and y s .
• Compute the coefficients of the surrogate models using the point collocation method.
• Construct the surrogate models with coefficient obtained. Table 3 here
The coefficients of the surrogate models are given as follows: 
( has been struck at least 4 times, the first two strikes being the most severe. The head hit the windscreen and then the ground at two specific moments. In addition to the two fatal injuries on the head, we also investigated the other two injuries, which were not severe.
Simulation results suggested that the tibia and fibula fractures were caused by the strike at the very beginning when the pedestrian was hit by the bumper. The lateral torque curve of the pedestrian's lower limbs is plotted in Figs. 10. This is also compatible with the forensic examination.
Conclusions
Uncertainties exist in both parameters and model structures in almost all the inverse simulations. Considering uncertainties in inverse simulation will increase the confidence of the inverse simulation results. This work employs the maximum probability density function to predict unknown model input variables, as well as the realizations of random input variables whose prior joint probability density functions are known, given that the simulation output variables are observed. The proposed probabilistic inverse simulation method is implemented by an optimization process where the joint probability density of the random input variables is maximized while the constraints of the direct simulation equations are maintained. The application of the proposed method in a vehicle accident reconstruction indicates the effectiveness of the method.
Using optimization to maximize the probability density, the proposed method can produce a unique solution to an inverse simulation problem. The solution may not contain the true values for a given vehicle accident, and there might be multiple solutions that realize the given vehicle accident (or a given set of simulation output variables). But we have the highest confidence on the solution from the proposed method because it produces the highest probability density. To obtain multiple solutions, we may resort to an alternative method that uses conditional probabilities. For example, for the coefficient of friction in the application of this work, we could identify its probability density on conditional of the observed accident consequences, and we could also obtain its conditional mean, variance, and other characteristics. This way we will be able to obtain a family of solutions to a given set of simulation results. Our future work will test this alternative method and compare it with the present method. Table Captions   Table 1 Output variables and distributions of random input variables Table 2 Parameters and variables of the traffic accident reconstruction problem Table 3 Samples and simulation results 
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